Binding energies are calculated using the orbital energies within the Kohn-Sham-Gaspar statistical exchange approximation for the Ne and Ar isoelectronic series, respectively. The results are generally in good agreement with the available Hartree-Fock orbital energies. <k11 ky = ju k *{l)u k (l)g 12 u k *{2) u k {2) dti dr 2 .
Slater and Wood [1] have shown that within the statistical exchange approximation the eigenvalue £/k Xa differs from the orbital binding energy ek by the self interaction term of the £th orbital according to
where the self interaction integral (in Rydbergs) is defined as (2) Gopinathan [2] has recently derived (1) in a straightforward manner without assuming the differentiability of total statistical energy with the occupation number. As has been recently pointed out [3] there is a tendency to misidentify e k with £/fc Xa and use the latter quantity as the unrelaxed binding energy of the kth orbital. In the present authors opinion such a situation arises because only a few calculations, mostly concerning the neutral atoms, have been reported [1] [2] [3] so far with the aim of numerically testing (1), and it is necessary to test the latter over a large variety of ions.
In this communication we have calculated e k Xaand (k 11 ky values using Kohn-Sham [4] exchange (a = 2/3) for the Ne and A atoms and a few isoelectronic ions. The binding energy e k was calculated using (1) and compared with the available [5] Hartree-Fock (HF) orbital energy gfc HF . In Table 1 [6] for the atomic and molecular calculations, using statistical exchange approximation. 
